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Conservation of Magnetic Helicity during Plasma Relaxation

H. Ji,* S. C. Prager, and J. S. Sarff
Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

(Received 9 July 1994)

The change in magnetic energy and magnetic helicity has been measured during the sawtooth
relaxation in the Madison Symmetric Torus reversed-field pinch. The larger decay of the energy
(4.0%–10.5%), relative to helicity decay (1.3%–5.1%), modestly supports the helicity conservation
hypothesis in Taylor’s relaxation theory. However, the observed helicity change is larger than the
simple magnetohydrodynamics prediction. Enhanced fluctuation-induced helicity transport during the
relaxation is observed.

PACS numbers: 52.30.Jb, 52.25.Gj, 52.55.Hc
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Magnetic helicity [1] is a measure of the “knottedness
of magnetic field. It is an invariant within a flux tube in a
perfectly conducting plasma. In 1974 Taylor conjecture
[2] that in a “slightly” resistive plasma thetotal helicity
is well conserved during plasma relaxation in whic
the magnetic energy decays toward a minimum-ener
state. This well-known hypothesis has been successful
in explaining magnetic structures in laboratory plasma
such as the reversed-field-pinch (RFP), spheromak, a
multipinch. It has also been applied to relaxation i
tokamak [3,4], magnetospheric [5], and solar [6] plasma
The conjecture has been extended theoretically [7] a
studied through nonlinear MHD computations [8–11
However, to our knowledge, this rather well-accepte
conjecture has received little experimental test. Helici
conservation has been inferred by applying the helici
balance equation to a spheromak [12] and in the RFP [1

In this Letter, we report an experimental investiga
tion of the magnetic helicity and energy evolution dur
ing plasma relaxation in the Madison Symmetric Toru
(MST) RFP. The test of Taylor’s conjecture is poss
ble since relaxation occurs in the MST as events whic
are discrete in time (corresponding to the 100ms crash
phase of a sawtooth oscillation). We find that durin
the relaxation event the magnetic helicity decreases
1.3 –5.1 %, while the magnetic energy decreases by 4.
10.5 %. (Smaller helicity decay corresponds to small
energy decay.) Hence the helicity conservation conje
ture is modestly well satisfied in that the helicity decay
less than the energy decay by a factor of 2–3. Intere
ingly, the relatively violent sawtooth crash only dissipate
a small fraction of the magnetic energy (presumably co
strained by the relative conservation of helicity). How
ever, the helicity decay is greater than that expected fro
simple resistive MHD arguments.

The gauge-invariant definition of the total helicity in
a toroidal plasma is given by [14]K ;

R
A ? B dV 2

FfsadFusad where A is the vector potential,B is the
magnetic field,Ffsad is the total toroidal flux,Fusad is
the poloidal flux threading the central hole of the toru
and the integration is over the plasma volume. Tayl
evaluated [2] a relaxed state by minimizing the magnet
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sB2y2m0ddV , subject to the constraint of
constant helicity. The resulting field satisfies the equatio
=== 3 B  lB, where the current to field ratiol ; m0j ?

ByB2 is a spatial constant. The Bessel function solution
to this equation (referred to as the Bessel function mod
BFM) approximate well the measured fields in the RFP
except that in experimentsl falls to zero at the edge.

The MST [15] is a large RFP device (R  1.50 m,
a  0.52 m) with plasma currentIp up to 700 kA. The
plasma is surrounded by a 5-cm-thick aluminum she
with one toroidal and one poloidal gap. The shell als
acts as the vacuum vessel and a single-turn toroidal fi
coil. Magnetic energy and helicity enter through the gap
across which nonzero toroidalVfsad and poloidalVusad
voltages occur.

Sawtooth oscillations [16] in the MST consist o
a fast crash phase and a slow recovery phase. T
plasma rapidly relaxes towards its minimum energy sta
during the crash within 0.2 ms. This is illustrated b
changes in two dimensionless parameters: the rever
parameterF ; BfsadysFfypa2d and the pinch parameter
Q ; BusadysFfypa2d. Figure 1(a) displaysFfsad, F,
Q, and Vusad during a sawtooth oscillation, whereIp ø
210 kA and Vfsad ø 20 V. Ffsad increases by,8%
and Ip increases by no more than 1.5% whileF and

FIG. 1. (a) Ensemble-averaged toroidal fluxFfsad, pinch
parameterQ, reversal parameterF, and voltage across the
toroidal gap in the shellVusad during one sawtooth cycle. The
ensemble consists of 150 sawtooth oscillations. (b) Plasm
trajectory during one sawtooth cycle. The BFM (Besse
function model) curve is the locus of predicted minimum
energy states.
© 1995 The American Physical Society 2945
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Q decrease during the crash. The increase in toroid
flux identifies the sawtooth crash as a “dynamo” field
generation event. The voltage across the toroidal gap
the shell,Vusad, serves later as a trigger for the sawtoot
ensemble averaging and as a time reference. In Fig. 1(
the trajectory in anF-Q diagram approaches the minimum
energy state (BFM curve) during the crash.

The important question here is whether the total helici
is conserved during the relaxation. The calculation ofW
andK requires knowledge of radial profiles of the magnet
field. (A is obtained by integratingB  === 3 A over the
radius.) Note thatW andK are dominated by their mean-
field values (B2

0 and A0 ? B0), with contributions from
fluctuations (eB2 and eA ? eB) smaller by a factor of1024.

Lacking measurement of the magnetic field profiles, w
deduce the profiles (and hence energy and helicity) fro
other measured quantities by employing equilibrium mo
els. We find that the changes ofK andW during a saw-
tooth crash can be accurately determined. First consid
the “a model” [17] which assumesl  l0fs1 2 sryadag
in === 3 B  lB 1 sb0y2B2dB 3 ===p, where b0 ;
2m0ps0dyB2s0d and ps0d is the central plasma pressure
Every set ofa, Q0 (; l0ay2), and b0 with a specific
pressure profile gives a unique prediction forF, Q, and
the central poloidal betabu0f; 2m0ps0dyB2

usadg. Since
F, Q, and bu0 are measured quantities, it is possible t
deduce the correspondinga, Q0, andb0. To perform the
inverse mappings, we have developed an artificial neu
network (ANN) [18], trained by the error backward prop
agation technique [18] using a table created by forwa
mapping. The ANN has been shown to map (F, Q, and
bu0) to (a, Q0, andb0) space with negligible errors.

From the dimensionless parameters (a, Q0, andb0) and
one dimensional parameter, sayFfsad, the helicityK and
energyW can be obtained. The results with a parabol
pressure profile over the ensemble-averaged sawtooth
cillation are shown in Fig. 2. Other pressure profiles yie
negligible differences. BothK andW decrease during the

FIG. 2 The magnetic helicityK, magnetic energyW , and
“excess energy”sW 2 WmindyWmin during one sawtooth cycle.
Wmin is energy predicted by the BFM with a givenK and
Ffsad. Also shown isVusad as a time reference.
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sawtooth crash, but the drop inW (.8%) is considerably
larger than inK (.3%).

To determine the dependence of the results on t
equilibrium model, three other models have been exa
ined: the modified Bessel function model (MBFM) [19
with finite pressure, a smoothed MBFM, and the “2l

model.” In the MBFM, l is constant out to a cutoff
radius rb beyond whichl falls linearly to zero at the
boundary. The smoothed MBFM has a more realist
roundedl profile. In both models, the free parameter
are rb, Q0, and b0. The 2l model uses thel value at
the center, thel value atrya  0.8, and b0 as free pa-
rameters; it allows hollowl profiles. The ANN again is
trained for these three models. Table I compares resu
from all four models. The correction from toroidicity
is approximated from theu average of2sLa cosuyRd2,
where L is the poloidal field asymmetry factor. From
the measuredL of . 20.1 [20], the toroidal correc-
tion is about 0.1%. In all models, the helicity decrease
by 3–4 % while the energy decreases by 7–9 % durin
the sawtooth crash. Taking into account the variatio
among models, the resulting helicity changes ranges fro
1.3–5.1%, corresponding to a 4.0–10.5 % change inW .

The change inW is in good accord with Taylor’s
theory. Given the helicity and toroidal flux, one ca
calculate the energy of the minimum energy state,Wmin,
from the BFM. We find thatW closely approaches
Wmin during the crash, i.e., the excess energysW 2

WmindyWmin decreases from 4% before the crash to 1
afterward (Fig. 2). The measured change ofK of 1.3–
5.1 % adheres less to the Taylor theory which assum
that K is invariant. However, the change inK is indeed
less than that ofW (by a factor of 2–3).

Another way to quantify the difference in dissipation
rates is to compare the confinement times of the helic
and energy. The balance equations forK and W in a
plasma bounded by a shell (with cuts) are given by

dK
dt

 22
Z

E ? B dV 1 2FfsadVfsad , (1)

dW
dt

 2
Z

E ? j dV 1 IfVfsad 1 IuVusad , (2)

whereE is the electric field,If ; Ip, Iu ; 2pRBfsadym0,
and the right-hand sides contain integral dissipation term
and input terms. We define confinement times for heli
ity tK  Kyf2FfsadVfsad 2 dKydtg and for magnetic en-
ergy tW  WyfIfVfsad 1 IuVusad 2 dWydtg. Between

TABLE I. Comparison of helicityK and relative changes
DKyK and DWyW before and after a sawtooth crash for fou
different equilibrium models.

model Kbefore Kafter DKyK DWyW
(mW b2) (mW b2) (%) (%)

a model 23.58 22.84 23.2 27.7
MBFM 23.14 22.43 23.1 27.7

smoothed MBFM 23.31 22.61 23.0 27.6
2 2 l model 23.32 22.40 24.0 28.5
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FIG. 3. Radial profiles of the helicity and energy per un
radial length before (solid line) and after (dotted line) the cras

the crashestK s.21 msd is comparable totW s.25 msd,
but during the crashtK s.3.427.8 msd is longer than
tW s.1.924.2 msd by a factor of 2–3.

Spatial information on the helicity and energy eluci
dates the transport properties. Figure 3 shows the he
ity and energy per unit radial length before and after th
crash. The magnetic energy largely decreases at the c
ter with little increase at the edge, while the helicity ap
parently is transported from the center to the edge duri
the crash. This phenomenologically explains why the h
licity is better conserved than energy.

Helicity transport is confirmed by local measuremen
of edge helicity flux due to fluctuations. The total helicity
K can be split into three parts: core helicity in the
0 # r # b region, Kcore, edge helicity in theb # r #

a region, Kedge, and the single linkage between edg
poloidal flux and core toroidal flux,Klink. The balance
equation forKedge andKlink can be written as

dKedge

dt
1

dKlink

dt
 2 2

Z a

b
hj0 ? B0 dV

1 2FfsadVfsad 2 2FfsbdVfsbd

1 2
Z

kefeBr ldSb , (3)

whereh is Spitzer’s resistivity andSb is the surface area
at r  b. The first term on RHS is deduced fromE ?

B  E0 ? B0 1 keE ? eBl by using the mean-field Ohm’s
law keE ? eBlyB0  hj0 2 E0 verified experimentally in
the MST edge [21]. The last term represents helici
transport acrossr  b by correlation between fluctua-
tions in plasma potentialef and radial fieldeBr associ-
ated with dynamo activity. [Another helicity flux term
2

R
keAusdeAfydtdldSb is small.]
The fluctuations ef and eBr have been measured in

the outer 5 cm region of the MST using a probe [21
containing both Langmuir probes and magnetic picku
coils. The measured fluctuation-induced helicity flu
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kefeBrl across the surfacer  bs a 2 5 cmd shows that
helicity is continuously transported to the edge betwe
crashes and its flux is enhanced during the crash (Fig.
The other five terms in Eq. (3) have been measur
(with h determined fromTe and estimatedZeff) in the
annular region during a sawtooth cycle. The predict
helicity flux from these five terms (the solid line in
Fig. 4) agrees very well with the measured flux (dotte
line). The enhanced helicity flux is balanced by th
increases inÙKedge, ÙKlink, and hjB by roughly the same
magnitudes. Also, since the surface loss term [22] h
been omitted in Eq. (3), the agreement implies that ed
helicity dissipation, such as from limiters, is not importa
in the MST, unlike some other experiments [22].

The total helicity is predicted by MHD theory to be
better conserved than we observe experimentally. T
helicity balance [Eq. (1)] can be rewritten as

dK
dt

 2 2
Z

hj0 ? B0 dV 1 2FfsadVfsad

1 2
Z

key 3 eBl ? B0 dV ,

where the mean-field Ohm’s lawE0 1 y0 3 B0 1 key 3eBl  hj0 has been used (y is the flow velocity). The
first two terms on the RHS remain essentially unchang
during the crash. The last term has been predic
[23] to be small, as confirmed in MHD simulation [10]
and to scale with resistivity as2

R
key 3 eBl ? B0 dV .

22
R

khej ? eBldV . By using ejyj0 # 1 and eByB0 & 0.03
in the MST, this term yields a helicity change of&

0.03% over the crash, which is smaller than the observ
change by 2 orders of magnitude. This analytic estima
is consistent with MHD computation which display
sawtooth relaxations during which helicity drops by,
6% [11]. The Lundquist numberS (~ h21) of the
simulations is3 3 103, 200 times smaller than that in
the MST. Therefore, the projected helicity change duri
a sawtooth crash in the MST is 200 times smaller, i.
0.03%. Hence the helicity should be well conserved
our experiments.

The helicity decay of 1.3–5.1 % during the cras
implies a dissipation mechanism larger than that predic

FIG. 4. Comparison between the measured fluctuatio
induced helicity flux (dotted line) and the prediction (solid line
from local helicity balance atr  a 2 5 cm.
2947
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TABLE II. Comparison of all terms in the helicity and energy balance equations, Eqs.(1) and (2), between and during the
sawtooth crash.

ÙK 22
R

E ? BdV 2FfVf
ÙW 2

R
E ? jdV IfVf 1 IuVu

(Wb2ys) (Wb2ys) (Wb2ys) (MW) (MW) (MW)

Between crash 0.2 , 0.6 21.3 , 20.9 1.5 0.9 , 2.3 22.7 , 21.3 3.6
During crash 25.3 , 21.3 26.9 , 22.9 1.6 222.1 , 28.4 224.9 , 211.2 2.8
r
-
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ton
by a simple Ohm’s law. Table II lists all three terms in
Eqs. (1) and (2) between and during the crashes. D
sipation terms are enhanced by a factor of.2 for K
and a factor of.4 for W during the crash, while the
input terms remain essentially unchanged. Since dis
pation at the edge is measured to be classical and
estimated enhancement during the crash can only
count for less than 10% of the total helicity decreas
the anomalous dissipation must occur at the inner r
gion. Possible candidates for the enhanced helicity d
sipation are inferred by inserting the generalized Ohm
law [24] E  hj 2 y 3 B 1 j 3 Byen 2 ===Peyen into
the helicity dissipation term to yieldE ? B  2===Pe ?

Byen 1 hj ? B. Volume integration of the first term
may be rewritten as2

R
s===nyen2dPeB dV . This term van-

ishes if Peyn, or the electron temperature, is constan
along the magnetic field. Considering the contributio
of the fluctuating pressure, the term may be rewritten
2

R
s===nyen2d kePe

eBr ldV , wherekePe
eBr l is identified as the

electron momentum flux due to magnetic fluctuations (r
lated to the kinetic dynamo mechanism [21]). From edg
measurements ofePe and eBr we note that this term can be
large. Other possible mechanisms of anomalous helic
dissipation may result from the kinetic modifications in
the Ohm’s law due to the fast electrons.

In summary, the first experimental test of Taylor’s he
licity conservation hypothesis has been performed du
ing sawtooth relaxation in the MST RFP plasma. Firs
the observed substantial decay of the magnetic ene
(4.0–10.5 %) is in good accord with Taylor’s relaxation
theory. Second, the relatively smaller decay of helicit
(1.3–5.1 %) modestly supports the essence of the helic
conservation conjecture. However, the result that the d
cay ratio of energy to helicity is a factor of 2–3 instea
of orders of magnitude, indicates that helicity conserv
tion is only a rough approximation. Third, the helicity
change is larger than the simple MHD prediction. Dete
mination of detailed mechanisms for possible anomalo
helicity dissipation during relaxation awaits further inves
tigations. Fourth, enhanced transport of helicity, rath
than local dissipation during the crash, phenomenolog
cally explains its weaker decay, confirmed by a dire
experimental observation of helicity flux due to the dy
namo fluctuations. Finally, we note that the current in
vestigation is based on equilibrium modeling; the direc
2948
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accurate determination ofK and W from profile mea-
surements remains an experimental challenge.
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